Capabilities of the analysis tools of the IMPEx infrastructure
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Abstract

The EU-FP7 Project “Integrated Medium for Planetary Exploration” was established as a result of scientific collaboration between institutions across Europe and is working on the integration of a set of interactive data analysis and modeling tools in the field of space plasma and planetary physics. According to [1] these tools are comprised of AMDA, Clweb and 3DView from the data analysis and visualisation sector as well as Hybrid/MHD and Paraboloid magnetospheric models from the simulation sector. This presentation focuses on how these various tools will access observational and modeled data and display them in innovative and interactive ways.

1. Data visualization

The growing amount of data in planetary sciences requires adequate tools for visualisation enabling in depth analysis. Within the IMPEx infrastructure data will originate from heterogeneous sources: large observational databases (CDAWeb, AMDA at CDPP, ...), simulation databases for hybrid codes (FMI, LATMOS), planetary magnetic field models database and online services (SINP). Together with the common "time series" visualisation functionality for both in-situ and modeled data, IMPEx will also provide immersion capabilities into the complex 3D data originating from models. These features make the goal of this presentation. Companion papers detail other aspects of the project (science cases, architecture, data-model, ...). The international context will also be reviewed.

2. IMPEx tools

The functionalities of the three following tools will be described. The emphasis will be put on how these tools 1/ can share information (for instance Time Tables or user composed parameters) and 2/ be operated synchronously via dynamic connections based on VO standards.

- AMDA [2] is a web based tool which offers "time series" visualisation capabilities and specializes in conditional search on large datasets,
- Clweb [3] also enables "time series" visualisation together with complex computation on particle instruments products (eg. partial moment of distribution functions, pitch angle, ...),
- 3DView [4] offers manoeuvrable 3D scenes of planetary environments and 3D model results in which virtual spacecraft may be flown in.

Within IMPEx the common objective assigned to the visualisation tools is to enable the best rendering of simulation and model results obtained in the model sector of the project. Examples of such joint renderings will be proposed: 2D plane cuts, field and stream lines, interpolation along spacecraft orbits, ...

3. Conclusions

The IMPEx infrastructure will make possible a selection of scenarios interconnecting visualisation tools like AMDA, CIWeb and 3DView to simulation and model results stored in dedicated databases. The complexity of these products and their joint analysis with in-situ data require advanced visualisation capabilities which combines both 3D and more common 2D "times series" displays. These capabilities will be detailed.
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